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Why WYSE Is Unique
Mentor Training Component: 2. Why WYSE?

WYSE is a unique program because it combines one-on-one mentoring with group
mentorship. This combination allows for many different styles of learning and sociability
to be exercised throughout the year.

Studies have shown that mentoring relationships in middle school years help young
girls navigate the challenges of peer pressure, succeed academically, and go on to
graduate from high school and become employed. Group mentoring has also been
shown to help girls better understand and navigate social processes in a safe setting,
as well as to develop stronger relationships with the adults in their lives.
WYSE is a curriculum-based mentorship program with a track record of developing
young girls' sense of self, commitment to community, and relationship building.
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WYSE by the Numbers
Mentor Training Component: 2. Why WYSE?

The following data represent the 2018-19 program year:
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ACTIVITY
Mentor Training Component: 2. Why WYSE?

Overview: This activity can be done in small groups, individually, or as one large group.
Mentors must think critically about the larger themes of WYSE and write down or
brainstorm thoughts for each W. There are no right or wrong answers.
WHO: Who does WYSE work with? Describe the groups of people that
WYSE affects.
WHAT: What does WYSE do? What are WYS
abstract) and what do we do to achieve them?
WHERE: Where does WYSE work? Describe the types of communities
(schools, neighborhoods, cities, etc.) that WYSE affects.
WHEN: What is the importance of working with girls when they are in
middle school? What types of issues are specific to this age and how does
WYSE address them?
WHY: In your opinion, what is the greater WHY of WYSE? Why does it
exist? Why do mentors need it? Why do mentees need it? Why do
communities need it?

